Platinum Worldwide Transportation Inc
877-625-4668 www.platinum-trans.com
AB_3628_”THE LESLIE Bill”
AN_ALCOHOL STATEMENT FOR_MINOR_AND_AS REQUIRED_BY_STATE_LAW
California State law prohibits the consumption of alcohol beverages by minors in limousines. There will be no alcoholic beverages
allowed in limousines at any time during the rental when minors are presents, unless a parents or guardian is also present. If the
chauffeur finds that alcohol is being, or has been consumed by minors in the limousine during the rental, by law the chauffeur has the
authority and obligation to return to the original pick-up address. At which time the rental service will be terminated and no refund
will be made in total or in part whatsoever.
The consumption of any alcoholic beverages is unlawful when consumed by a minor. There will be no alcoholic beverages transported
in the vehicle. Also no alcoholic beverages will be carried in the trunk or any other locked compartment of the vehicle. This rule shall
apply to any and other illegal substance. If at any time any of the passengers are found to have in their possession, or have been at any
time during the course of service been consuming any alcohol or other illegal substance, the service shall be terminated. All money
shall be forfeited and a parent shall be notified. The driver has the option of returning to the point of pick up or ending service at the
point of infraction. The driver shall also have the right to examine all bags or parcels to be placed in the vehicle to determine if they
contain any illegal substances. A separate signature of all passengers is required to ride in vehicle.

THE PERSON SIGNING DO HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THEY HAVE READ AND DO UNDERSTAND THIS NO
ALCOHOL OR PROHIBIT SUBSTANCE STATEMENT:
1)_______________________________2)_____________________________3)________________________
4)_______________________________5)_____________________________6)________________________
7)_______________________________8)_____________________________9)________________________
10)______________________________11)____________________________12)_______________________
13)______________________________14)____________________________15)_______________________
16)______________________________17)____________________________18)_______________________
19)______________________________20)____________________________21)________________________
22)______________________________23)____________________________24)_______________________
25)______________________________26)____________________________27)_______________________
28)______________________________29)____________________________30)_______________________
31)______________________________32)____________________________33)_______________________
34)______________________________35)____________________________36)_______________________

PARENTAL CONSENT_FORM
The following minors have my permission to use Platinum Worldwide Transportation Inc. for the transportation to the prom or
Home coming Dance. I will be responsible for my son/daughter as well as the other students being transported in the limousine. I will be
responsible for any irregular behavior by the students. I agree that no alcoholic beverages or other prohibited substance will be brought
into the vehicle. I am fully aware that if there are any infractions of this agreement, all money shall be forfeited and the reservation
cancelled immediately.
Parent or Guardian
__________________________________________________
Address
__________________________________________________
City/State/Zip Code
__________________________________________________
Telephone Number
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE SERVICE TO ANYONE OR ANY ENTITY

